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Review of the Subject.-Any change in the electrical is not in the middle, but before the middle, as is best seen in Fig. b
conditions of a circuit, whether internal, such as a change of load, These classical equations of the condenser discharge however
starting and switching operations, short circuits, or external, apply only when the resistance of the circuit is constant, or prac-
such as due to lightning, involves a readjustment of the stored electro- tically so, that is, when all the energy dissipation occurs in a metallic
magnetic and electrostatic energy of the circuit, that is a so-called or electrolytic resistance; that is, a resistance consuming a voltage
transient. Such transient is of the general character of a condenser proportional to the current, and in which therefore the voltage drop
discharge through an inductive circuit. The phenomenon of the in the resistance becomes zero for zero current. These classical
condenser discharge through an inductive circuit therefore is of equations however do not apply even approximately, when the re-
the greatest importance to the engineer, as the foremost cause of sistance of the circuit is not constant but varies with the current,
high-voltage and high-frequency troubles in electric circuits. as is the case in a gas circuit, such as a spark gap, vacuum tube,

With the development of radio communication-whether wireless
or wired-the condenser discharge through an inductive circuit
has assumed a great additional importance since, with the exception
of a few of the highest power transoceanic stations, which use
power-driven high-frequency alternators, the source of power in
all radio communication is the condenser discharge through the
inductive circuit, whether as a damped wave or as an undamped
wave. In undamped wave radio communication, the condenser FIG. B
discharge circuit is coupled with a source of electric power-a
battery-in such a manner, that, without interfering with the char- etc., as has been pointed out before. It is rarely that the condenser
acter of the oscillation, sufficient energy is fed into the circuit discharge through an inductive circuit does not include, at least,to maintain the oscillation, similarly as in the clock, the pendulum as a part of its energy-dissipating resistance, a gas circuit.
is coupled with a source of mechanical power-weight or spring- The usual method of producing a condenser discharge through
8o as to maintain its oscillation undamped. an inductive circuit is gradually to charge a condenser from a

source of electric power, until the condenser voltage has risen
sufficiently high to jump a spark gap (the rotary gap, or quenched
gap of the damped wave wireless for instance) and thereby dis-
charge through the inductive circuit. In lightning disturbances
of electric systems, and in high-voltage high-frequency disturbances,
due to internal causes, an arc or spark discharge almost always

FIG. A is in circuit. The discharge of the lightning arrester which
protects electric circuits, generally, occurs over a spark gap. In the
production of undamped waves for radio communication, a vacuumThe condenser dtscharge through an inductive circuit is thus one tube is in circuit. The path of the lightning discharge in the clouds,

of the most important phenomena with which the electrlcal engineer or between clouds and ground, is entirely within the air, and the
has to deal. voltages and currents induced in transmission lines by the lightning

The classical equations of the condenser discharge through an flash naturally follow the voltage and current wave shape of the
inductive circuit were given a very long time ago, and are contained lightning flash, which is not that of the classical equations. A
in all text books. condenser discharge containing no gas path, like that of the bound

According to them, if the ohmic resistance r of the circuit 15 charge of an overhead ground wire, set free by a cloud discharge,
/ L is rare

greater than a certain critical valuero =2-\ C, the discharge is

unidirectional and non-oscillatory, that is, the voltage and current
gradually die out without ever reversing in direction, and vanish,
theoretically, after an infinite time, as illustrated in Fig. a for the
case r = 1.5 ro.

If the ohmic resistance r is less than the critical value ro, the dis-
charge is oscillatory, that is, voltage and current perform a series\
of oscillations of gradually decreasing amplitude, but constant
frequency, each half wave being less than the preceding one by a FIG. C
constant percentage, until finally, after a theoretically infinite
number of half waves, the current and voltage become zero, as illus-
trated in Figs. b and c. Fig. b shows a rapid damping, due to Obviously the larger the part of the total energy dissipation of
the reitac of the cici ben no muc les tha th critical. the condenser discharge which occurs in a gas path, the more the
reitne r X *0. r* an Figc*hwh lwdmigtas discharge equations differ from the classical equations, so that,

the more sustained oscillation, appearing in a low-resistance while the latter may give a fair approximation when the gas pathcici,* . r* ATh hafwvs ofcrrn an of votg r constitutes only a small part of the energy dissipation, when it
not sine waves, but are the product of a sine wave and an exponen- represents all or a large part of it, the classical equations become
tial, due to damping effect of the resistance, therefore the fist part unsatisfactory. In view of the high industrial importance of the

o eac hal wav is grete thntels*at n h aiu condenser discharge through an inductive circuit, and the relatively' ~~~~~small amount of work done on the general equations of a condenser
Presented at the 10th Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E., discharge through a non-ohmic resistance, a further stu4dy of it

New York, N. Y., February 15-17, 1922. appears appropriate.
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When dealing with a non-ohmic resistance, that is, a resistance half waves may give different values of frequency for the different
varying with the current, it usually is preferable to drop the term half waves of the same discharge. This is the case, and the frequency
"resistance", and deal with the relation between the current i and that is, the durat on of the successive half waves is not the same, but
the voltage E. Thus, the general differential equations of the prob- the frequency decreases. In other words, the duration of the suc-
lem are derived from the classical equations by adding a term E, cessive half waves, or the wave length, increases, especially towards
which *is the potential drop across the gas path, or, in general the end of the discharge, as is quite noticeable in the oscillograms.
the non-ohmic resistance. This voltage E is a function of the cur- This increase of wave length may be quite considerable, as much
rent i, and often also of the timne t-wvhere there is a lag of the effective as 25 to 30 per cent for the last half wave in some of the instances
resistance, that is an asymmetry between rising and decreasing given in the paper. This feature may have some bearing in damped
current. As i also is a function of thte time, E is a function of the radio telegraphy, by limiting the sharpness of the possible tuning.
time, and can be expressed by a Foutrier series (multiplied by an WVith a gas path in the circuit requiring a finite voltage E1 for
exponential). This gives a general differential equation, which the current to start, it follows that if the initial condenser voltage eO
is integrated by the product of exponential function and Fourier is greater than E1, the discharge takes place; if eO is less han El
series, and the constants of the integral equation-the integration no discharge occurs. The classical condenser discharge equations
constants and the indeterminate coefficients of the Fourier series- always give a discharge, whatever may be the value of the condenser
then follow.from the terminal conditions, that is, the values of current voltage eO.
and condenser voltage at time zero, and the relation between E and i From this it also follows that the condenser discharg through
in the gas path, that is, the volt ampere characteristic of the gas a gas circuit can have only a finite number of half waves, and not
path, as shown in the mathematical part of the paper. an infinite number of progressively increasing values, as given by

The general characteristics of the current flow through a gas the classical equations. At every successive half wavc of discharge,
circuit-arc, spark, vacuum tube, etc.,-is that the effective resist- the condenser voltage e is less than that of the preceding half wave,
ance" is not constant, but varies with the current, decreases with due to the energy dissipation in the circuit, and therefore, at a finite
increases of current and becomes infinite for zero current. Or, number of half waves, the condenser voltage e must drop below the
considering the relation between current and potential drop, that voltage E1, required to initiate the current through the gas path,-
is, the volt-amiipere characteristics of the gas path-as more satis- and then the discharge abruptly stops leaving a finite voltage e,
factory in such circuits-the current is not proportional to the and therefore charge, in the condenser. This may be in the same
voltage, but no current (except a negligible ionic current) flow until or in opposite direction to the initial charge eo, as seen on the oscillo-
a finite voltage El-the ionization voltage or disruptive voltape grains and the numerical examples calculated in the paper. Thus
of the gas path-is reached. Then the current begins, and with the condenser discharge through a gas circuit consists of a finite
increase of current, the potential drop across the gas path either number of half waves, after which it abruptly stops, and it does
remains approximately constant (as shown in oscillograms 1 and not completely discharge the condenser, but leaves a "residual"
2, low vacuum tube), that is, the effective resistance decreases inverse voltage and charge on the condenser. The number of half waves
proportional to the current, or the potential drop decreases with is less the greater the energy dissipation and the more rapid
increase of current (as shown in oscillograms 3, high vacuum tube), therefore the decrease of the condenser voltage, so that at high energy
that is, the effective resistance decreases more than inversely pro- dissipation, only a single half wave of current may occur, as shown
portional to the current. IVith decrease of current, the potential in some of the examples. In this case, the discharge is unidirec-
drop then increases again, to the final value E2 at zero current tional, but differs from the non-oscillatory discharge of the classical
(E2 usually being smaller than E1). At the reversal of the current, equations in that the current abruptly goes down to zero and a volt-
the potential drop across the gas circuit thus suddenly changes, from age is left on the condenser, while in the classical equations the
E2 to - E1, that is, shows a discontinuous or abrupt change by current and voltage gradually fade out.
E, + E2, as sh.own by the oscillograts.E1+A,as shown by the oscillograms. The simplest case is a condenser discharge through an inductive

There can be no instantaneous voltage change at the condenser, circuit of negligible ohmic resistance, but containing a gas circuit
since such would mean an instantaneous change of condenser charge, in which the counter e. m. f. is constant. The gas path then acts
and thus an infinite current. The change of potential drop across the as a constant counter e. m. f. If the initial condenser voltage is eo,
gas path, at zero current, thus must be neutralized by an equal but the discharge current is that of the resultant voltage (eo - E) through
opposite instantaneous change of the inductance voltage, and as the an inductive circuit of negligible resistance, and is thus a sine wave.
inductance voltage is proportional to the rate of change of the current, At the end of the first half wave the resultant voltage has reversed,
the rate of change of current, that is, the slope of the current wave, being - (eo - E), and with E as the counter e. m .f. of the gas
must abruptly change at the current reversal. Wherever therefore path, this leaves - (eo - E) + E, or - (eo - 2E) at the condenser.
a gas path is in circuit the slope of the current wave abruptly changes The second half wave of discharge is again a sine wave, but starting
at zero current, as shown in the oscillograms and frequently oh- with the condenser voltage - (eo - 2E), lower by 2E, than the con-
served before, though its meaning has not always been realized. denser voltage with which the first half wave started. Thus the
The voltage and current u'aves howeever must remain continuous. resultant voltage is - (eO- 2E) - E = - (eo - 3E), since during
As it is not possible to integrate over a discontinuity, the integral the second half wave - E is the counter e. in. f. of the gas path.

equations of the condenser discharge through a circuit containing In this case, there is not attenuation or decay during the half wave,
a gas path can apply only for one half wave of current. It there- but the half waves are sine waves, and all the decay due to the energy
fore is not possible to get a set of equations to represent the complete dissipation in the gas path occurs discontinuously at the current
discharge, but for every half wave of current of the discharge, a new reversal by the successive half waves of current and voltage being
set of equations. pplies, as shown in the numerical examples. lower by a constant value. the value due to 2E, the voltage dis-
In genera.l the equations of discharge current and voltage are of the 'conbtinuity at the current reversal.
same form throughout, bult havle different cons ants for every half It is interesting to note therefore, that no matter how high the
wave. The constants for the first half wave are derived from the energy dissipation in the gas pathz, that is, the effective resistance
initial terminal conditions, that is, the values of current and con- Of the gas circu.it, it has no effect whatever on making the discharge
denser voltage at the beginning of the discharge. The constants non-oscillatory, but the discharge through a gas path is always
of the second half wave are derived from the final values at the enbd oscillatory, no matter how high the energy dissipation, Thus
of the ;first half wave as initial values of the second half wave, and the lightning flash mu4st always b,e oscillatory, though, if the energy
so on. dissipation is very rapid-as in the faint terminal streamers of a
As the frequency is one of the constants derivedfrom the terminal branch discharge- the oscillation may consist of one half wave

conditions, the different terminal conditions of the successi?ve only, as in Figs. 2(1) and 3(1) of the paper.
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Such a condenser discharge through a gas circuit having a con- The general method of integration described in the foregoing,
stant counter e. m.f., E, thus becomes non-oscillatory only, if in applies not only to symmetrical circuits, that is, gas circuits in
addition to the gas path, there is an ohmic resistance r in circuit which the potential drop for rising current is the same as for de-
greater than the critical resistance rO of the classical equations. creasing current, but also for unsymmetrical gas circuits, or cir-
Discharge waves of this character are given in Fig. 1 (III) of the cuits in which the potential drop at decreasing current is different,
paper for the case of negligible ohmic resistance, and in Fig. 1 (II) almost always less, than for increasing current. Examples of
if the discharge circuit contains ohmic resistance besides the gas both types of discharge are given in the paper, Figs. 1 and 2 being
path. symmetrical, and Figs. 3 and 4 unsymmetrical discharges. As

Consider a gas circuit like that in oscillogram 3, in which the the integration takes place step by step for each half wave, the
potential drop across the gas circuit decreases with increase of method applies equally to so-called unidirectional gas circuits,
current, and therefore is a maximum E1 at zero current, and a that is, gas circuits having a potential drop which for current
minimum Er> at high current. Then at the beginning of each half flow in one direction is different, often very many times greater,
wave, the current starts at the rate of a sine wave discharge of the than for current flow in the opposite direction, such as the circuit
condenser voltage eo with a counter e. m.f. E1, but with increasing of a vacuum tube with one incandescent and one cold electrode,
currenrt, the counter e. m. f. decreases, the more the greater tite dif- etc., such as so-called rectifing circuits. Examples of such are given
ference betwveen Em and E1, and the resultant voltage (e - E) in Fig. 7.
thereby increases. That is the current increases at a greater rate To conclude then; the condenser discharge through an inductive
than it would in a sine wave-the reverse of that in the classical circuit of negligible ohmic resistance, but containing a gas circuit,
equations-so that the first part of the current half wave is lower if always oscillatory.
than the last part, and the current maximutm is beyond the middle The oscillation consists of a finite number of half waves, the leWs,
of the half wvave, as shown in the oscillograms and numerical the greater the energy dissipation in the gas path.
examples. That is, each half wave has the character of a cumulative The oscillation stops abruptly, leaving a finite voltage and charge
oscillation, and the exponent of the exponential term is positive. in the condenser, which may be in the same or in the opposite di-
(Such discharge waves are impossible with the classical equations.) rection to the initial voltage.
Therefore, in the case of a gas path with double peaked potential The frequency of the successive half waves is not constant, but
drop, an attenuation occurs at the current reversal lowering decreases, that is, the wave length decreases, in the successive half
the height of the following half wave below that of the preceding waves. If the potential drop across the gas circuit is constant the
iI;alf wave; but in the following half wave a cumulative effect occurs discharge consists of pure sine half waves. In a circuit of negli-
nnd again increases the height of the half wave, Necessarily, gible ohmic resistance, the successive half waves decrease by a con-
the cumulative effect, being due to the difference E1- Em, is less stant difference.
titan the attenuation, which is due to E1, so that the result is a decay In such a circuit, the discharge becomes non-oscillatory only
of the discharge as obvious, but at a rate less than corresponds to E1. if in addition to the gas path, it contains an ohmicresistancegreater

Or, in other words, at the current reversal, an attenuation or than the critical resistance of the classical equations.
wave decay occurs, greater than that corresponding to the energy If the potential drop across the gas circuit decreases with increas-
dissipationt in the circuit, and during the following half wave, a ing current, the discharge waves are cumulative, that is, the current
cumulative effect occurs, returning the energy and reducing the increases during each half wave, and the decay of the wave is pro-
attenuation to that corresponding to the energy dissipation. The duced by the amplitude of the successive half waves decreasing at
effect is then of the character of a discharge through a circuit having the current reversal, but the exponent of the exponential term is
a constant counter e. m. f., El, and a negative resistance. It is positive.
interesting to note, that in such a circuit an ohmic resistance r can Such a circuit acts like a combination of a constant counter e. m. f.
be inserted, equal and even greater than the critical resistance rO of and a negative resistance.
the classical equations, and the discharge nevertheless remains The discharge through such a circuit becomes non-oscillatory
oscillatory. It becomes non-oscillatory only when the ohmic resis- only if, in addition to the gas circuit, it contains an ohmic resist-
tance, inserted in series to the gas path, is greater than the sum of ance greater then the sum of the critical resistance of the classical
the critical resistance rO and the apparent negative resistance of the equations plus the negative resistance of the gas circuit.
gas path. The condenser discharge through an inductive circuit containing

Numerical examples of such a discharge are given in Figs. 2 (III) in addition to an ohmic resistance a gas path, is intermediate
and 3 (III) of the paper, for the case of negligible ohmic resistance, between the discharge through a pure gas path and the classical
and in Figs. 2(I) and (II) for the case of the circuit containing condenser discharge equations, but always retains the charac-
ohmic, that is, constant, resistance in addition to the gas path. teristics of the discharge through a gas path, of a finite number of

The maximum value, which the negative resistance of the gas half waves, a residual charge on the condenser, a decrease of the
path can reach is equal to the critical resistance rO. frequency and a change and often reversal of the attenuation constant.

T HE usual equations of the condenser discharge denser does not completely discharge, but a residual
through an inductive circuit, as given in the text- charge remains, which may be in the same, or in oppo-
books, give an oscillation of progressively decreas- site direction to the initial charge.

ing amplitude, if the circuit resistance is less, and an A study of these more general discharge equations
impulse or unidirectional discharge, if the circuit thus is of interest, and is given in the following in a
resistance is more than twice the surge impedance. somewhat diferent form from previous publications.
They apply only for the case in which the resistance Let an electric circuit contain a constant capacity
of the circuit is constant, that is, independent of the C, a constant inductance L, a constant ohmic resistance
current, and therefore do not apply to the very common r, and an effective resistance r', the voltage E of which
case in which the discharge circuit includes a spark gap varies with the current in any desired manner:
or largely consists of a gas path (as is the case withtheEE= i r' = f (i)
lightning flash). Experience shows that the pheno- such as that of an arc, spark or vacuum discharge
menon is essentially different; for instance, the con- (lightning).
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Characteristic of such gas or vacuum discharges is, GENERAL CASE
that the voltage E does not vanish for zero current, The differential equations of the discharge of a
but reaches a finite value at i = 0, that is, the "effec- condenser of constant capacity C and initial voltage
tive resistance" r' becomes infinite at zero current. eo, through a constant inductance L, a constant resist-
Usually, the voltage E is a maximum for zero current, ance r, and a circuit of counter e. m. f. E = f (i),
and decreases with increasing current.' (lightning flash, Leyden jar discharge), are then given
Some approximate empirical equations which have by:

been proposed for such discharges, are: Voltage at condenser terminals
a di

Gas discharge E = r'i1=1+bi e =L dt +ri+E
dt~~~~~~~~1

where a = disruptive strength of residual ionization Current in discharge circuit
of discharge path. de

a(l+6) ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~iCdt (2)a (1+ d) i
Arc E = r'ii = eo + - d

V/t with the terminal conditions
where eo = terminal drop, I = length of arc, and t = 0; i = 0 ; e = eO (3)
a = terminal effect on are stream. Differentiating (1) and substituting (2), therein, gives
Geissler Tube E = r' i = const. d2i di dE

(approximation, at fairly . L dt2 + r d + iC + dt = 0 (4)
high gas pressures especi-
ally) As i is a function of t, E = f (i) may be expressed as

In all these cases, where the voltage E does not a function of time
disappear, but reaches a finite value E, at zero current, F - f (t) - f' (t)
it must as counter e. m. f. of energy dissipation in the and in the interval between two successive zero values
discharge path, abruptly change at the current reversal, of i, f (i) can thus be expressed by a Fourier series of t.
from + E1 to -Eo, that is, the counter e. m. f. E Instead of expressing f (i), without loss of generality,
contains a discontinuity at i = 0. the function

In a circuit containing inductance and capacity, F (t) = ECn (Bo-f (i)) (5)
neither current nor voltage can change abruptly, that can be expressed in a Fourier series, where c is still
is, instantly, but both must be continuous, since a an arbitrary constant and Bo chosen so that f (i) has
discontinuity of current would give an infinite e. m. f. no constant term.
of self-induction, a discontinuity of voltage an infinite This gives
capacity current. Thus the discontinuity of the E = f (i) = Bo- _ct F (t)
counter e. m. f. of the discharge path must be compen- = Bo- Ect z {Bk sin k q t + Bk' cos k q t} (6)
sated by an equal and opposite discontinuity of the where c is an exponential decrement, and q the wave
counter e. m. f. of self-induction, that is by a discon- length constant, that is, q t = r gives the interval
tinuity in the slope of the current wave.2 between two successive zero values of current. c and
Due to the discontinuity of the slope of the current q appear as integration constants.

wave at the current reversal, the integration cannot be [Equation (5) excludes the case of the impulsive
carried over the current reversal, but a different set discharge, in which the current reaches zero only
of integral equations applies to each half wave of cur- after infinite time, as occurs for f (i) = O; r > 2 V/L/C.
rent. The integral equations of the successive half This case is of no importance here.]
waves usually have the same form, but differ from each In view of equation (6), (4) is integrated by
other by their integration constants derived from the i = _c { Aksinkqt + Ak'cost kqt } 7)
terminal conditions: The initial terminal conditions As the integration is carried over one half wave ornly,
of each half wave being the final terminal conditions we can, without loss of generality, assume the trigono-
of the preceding half wave. metrical part of the second half wave of (8) and (7)

as symmetrical with that of the first half wave, that
1. In some conductors, with increasing current, the voltage E is, (7) and (8) to contain only the odd harmonics:

reaches a minimum, and then increases again with further k =2 i + 1
increase of current. (pyro-electric conductors.)

2. Such discontinuities of the slope of the current wave are Susitng()ad7)no(1ad(4gve
shown by the oscillograph in circuits containing such conductors, e = B0 + E-ct 2 { [Ak (r-c L) -k q L A*'
as those of rectifiers, circuit breakers, etc. For some such - Bk] sin k q t + [k q L Ak + Ak' (r -c L)
oscillograms, see "Transient Phenomena," II Section, in the
chapter on arc rectification. Also see the following oscillograms, -Bk ] cosk qt}(8)
Figs. 8 to 10. e { [Aki (1/C-Cr- L [Ic2 q2 _ C2])
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-k q Ak' (r - 2 c L) + (c Bk + k q Bk')] sin k q t by (10), A' = 0, and by (11)
+ [kqAk (r- 2cL) + Ak' (1/C-cr A eO
- L [k2 q2 - C2])- (k q Bk- cBk') ] cos kqt} = O qL

(9) thus
t= 0 gives the terminal conditions; i = 0; e = eo; . - I
thus, substituting into (7) and (8) q= L sin q (15)

Ak' = 0 (10) r sinqt
eo-Bo=.2{kqLAk+Ak'(r-cL)-Bk'} e= eO ecosqt+ 2qL sinqt

and by (10)
eO - Bo = I{k q L Ak - Bk'} (11) These are the well-known equations of the condenser

As equation (9) must be an identity, its individual discharge through a circuit of constant resistance,
coefficients must vanish. This gives the 2 n equations inductance and capacity.

The ratio of the values of two successive half waves[where n = number of harmonies of the series in (6) is constant rr
and (7)]

2
i2/il e2L (16)

Ak (1/C - c r-L [k+ q +- c=]) that is, the discharge decreases in constant geometrical
- kqAk' (r- 2cL) ± cBk + k qBk' = 0 12)protin

k q Ak (r - 2 c L) + Ak' (1/C - c r Anoions
- L [k2 q2 - c2]) - k q Bk + c Bk' = 0 An instance IS plotted as curvosIta ng. 1, for the

If the relation between the current i and the potential C = 10-6; L = 10-2; r = 50; eo = 20,000, giving
drop E across the gas circuit, is given by an equation the equations:

E = f (i) (13) Discharge Current
then, substituting for E and for i the equations (6) i= 207 e-2500t sin 9685 t
and (7) into (13), gives an identity in sin k q t, cos k q t
and the constant term, and their individual coefficients
must vanish. This gives (2 n + 1) further equations. T IIIIIIIIIIIIITI1I7EL-Ii|

If therelation betweenE and iis given empirically, --l - -| | e,=20,000
by curve or table, (2 n + 1) corresponding values may ehi - - -1 E=3000;rL0
be chosen and so give the second set of (2n + 1) - _ 1
terminal equations. 111 1 1111111 IT
The 2 n equations (12), the (2 n + 1) equations _ - _ _ l

derived from (13), and the two equations (10) and -25
(l1) give a total of (4 n + 3) equations, for the deter-
mination of the 4 n + 3) integration constants Ak, 00-- - - - - -
Ak', Bk, Bk', Bo, c and g.

A. CONSTANT RESISTANCE -

If the resistance of the discharge circuit is constant, IlLII
= r, that is, E = 0; Bo, Bk, and Bk' vanish, and by
(12), all the Ak and Ak' also vanish, that is, there is FIG. 1
no discharge, unless in one of the Ak, Ak' the individual
coefficients in (13) vanish, and this Ak and A-*' thus Condenser Voltage

becomesindefinite. e = 20,000 e-2500t{cos 9685 t + 0.258 sin 9685 tb'ecomes indefinite.
Assume this to be the case for k = 1. This assump- B. CONSTANT VOLTAGE DROP IN GAS CIRCUIT

tion leaves the conditions general, as by choosing E constant =
another value of k, the k merely enters as a factor into
the q. This gives Bo = Eo; Bk = 0 = Bk'

We have then, for k = 1, by equation (12) Thus by the same reasoning, equation (12) givesWe have then, for k =1, by equation (12)
1/C- cr- L(q2- c2) 0 c = r

r- 2L = 0 2L
thus A/ 1 - r__

c =2L /' LC 4L2

q=v\ LC 4 L2 J and by (11) A- qL-E
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Thus C = 10-6; L = 10-2; r = 0; E = 3000; e, = 20,000,
e- Eo I giving the equations:
qL E 2L sinqt ii = 170sinlO,OOOt

_ r , i2t = - 11 sin 10,000 t
e = Eo + (eo- Eo) 2L {cos q tI (17) i3 = + 50 sin 10,000t

r i = 0
+ 2-qL sin q t} | el = 3000 + 17,000 cos 10,000t

=S=-3000 -11,000 cos 10,000t
An instance is plotted as curve II, Fig. 1, for the e3 = + 3000 ± 5000 cos 10,000 t

constants e= - 2000 = const.
C = 10-6; L = 10-2; r = 25; E = 1500; eo = 20,000 If e, = 2 p Eo 4 e0' (21)
giving the equations where p is the largest integer by which 2 Eo divides

ii = 186.4 E-1251tsin 9920 t into e0, and leaves e,' numerically (irrespective of the
==-123 E-1250t sin 9920 t sign) less than Eo, that is, eo'2 E 2 p is the number of

i3 = + 70.6 E-12500 sin 9920 t successive half waves of the discharge, and + e'o isthe residual charge, remLaining in the condenser, afteri=-27.70 e125°'sin9920t the discharge stopped. That is, in this case, the

1,6= 0 condenser discharge does not consist of a (theoretically)
ei = 1500 + 18,500 _-1250t I cos 9920 t infinite number of gradually decreasing half waves,

+ . 126 sin 9920 t which completely discharge it, but the dischaige stops
e2 = - 1500 - 12,200 E-1250t {cos 9920 t after a finite number of half waves, and does not com-

+ .126 sin 9920 t pletely discharge the condenser, but leaves a residual
e3 = + 1500 + 7000 6-12500 {cos 9920 t charge (as well-known in the discharges of condensers,

+ . 126 sin 9920 t}such as Leyden jars, through a spark). This residual
e4 = - 1500 - 2750 E-1250t {cos 9920 t charge may be in the same direction or in the reverse

+ . 126 sin 9920 t direction of the initial charge e0.
eb = + 760 = const. Thus in this case, the total discharge, id t = 0, is
In the special case that the ohmic resistance is not constant and equal to the charge of the condenser:

negligible, r = 0, and all the energy dissipation occurs 6o = eo C, but may be more or less.
in a gas circuit of constant potential drop E = Eo, If Eo = > eo/3, only one half wave of discharge
we have, occurs, and the discharge thus is unidirectional,

c=0- O showing a similarity to the impulsive discharge. It
______________________ differs therefrom by terminating sharply at a definite

time, while the impulsive discharge tapers into infinity.
q t L C 1 In the general case B, essentially the same conditions

pertain; a finite number of half waves, and a residual
thus charge remaining in the condenser. The decrement is

i = (eO- Eo) z0 sin q t neither geometrical (logarithmic) nor arithmetical.
e =Eo+(eo-Eo)cosqt (18)

C. SINE WAVE DISCHARGE
-where _ It is of special interest to investigate the conditions
zO = V/L/C = surge impedance, or natural impedance under which the successive half waves of discharge
of the circuit current and voltage are pure sines (except as regards

In this case, at the end of the first half wave, we have, to the exponential factor, and the discontinuity of the
e = ei = - (eo- 2 E,) current slope), that is free of higher harmonics.

.and the second half wave is given by Then the trigonometric series ends with k = 1, and
i2= - (eo- 3 Eo) z0,sin qt it is

(19) i= AE-t sin q t (22)
e2 = -Eo- (eO-3 Eo) cos q t J E Bo_- {BE sin q t- B1' cos q t} (23)

In this case, the difference between the maximum e = Bo + E C* { [ A (r -c L) -B1] sin q t
values of two successive half waves is constant: +-[AqL +B,'] cosqt} (24)

e- e2 = 2Eo [For convenience, the sign B1' has been chosen
t-2= 2 Zo Eo (20) negative, so as to make B1' positive for the usual form

that is, the discharge decreases in constant arithmetical of the gas discharge.]
porportion. 2 n +1- 1 = 3 constants can then be chosen arbitrarily,
An instance is plotted as curve III of Fig. 1, for the that is, by experiment, etc., in the relation between i

yconstants: and E.
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As such the following are preferably chosen: aB - qB,3
The potential drop across the gas circuit at zero c 2B + B1' (31)

current at the beginning of the discharge: E = Eo for Assuming first q = k and c = 0, g ves a first approxi-
t = 0,i = O. mation of B1 and B1', and with these values of B and
The potential drop across the gas circuit at zero B1', by equations (30) and (31) a first approximation

current at the end of the discharge: E = E1 for of qandciscalculatedandthisusedinthesamemanner
q t = r, i = 0. to get a second approximation of B1 and B1', and of
The potential drop across the gas circuit for (al-proxi- q and c, and so on, unti the approximation is sufficiently

mately) maximum current, at the middle of the dis- close, and this is usually obtained very rapidly.
charge: E = Em for q t -= r/2, i = i,m IMPULSIVE DISCHARGE

In general, E~, <=El=<Eo Here q becomes imaginary, and the discharge therebyThis gives the equations, by substituting into (23)
Eo = Bo+B'l ~~~ceases to be oscillatory and becomes impulsiv'e, when

Eo=Bo + B' l )the term under the square root in (30) becomes negative.
-l Bo0- 32 B1'

E, = Bo- 3 B1 (25) This is the case for
where 6 =C_e-c /2q a2 > k2 -B1 +(2B + B1)2 (32)

thus B (B + B1')32Eo + El o > 0V + B12± B1'
Bo = Eo+ E2 or r > 2zo 4B (B +Bi') (33)

1 2 f o(1 + a ) Em for B1i = 0, B1 = 0, this gives the usual equation:
B, - B Ea-3E0+ (1 + 32)E (26). r > 2 zo.

In general, in a gas circuit B, B1 and B1' are positive,
Eo-_ El and thus the energy dissipation that occurs in the gas
1 + 62 circuit does not lower the values of the ohmic resistance

from equation (11) follows, r, at which the discharge ceases to be oscillatory, but
e0- Bo = q L A + B1' on the contrary, the presence of a gas circuit causes the

_____-B1' B ) discharge to remain oscillatory for values of the ohmicthus A = -q -B L resistance r, greater than those at which otherwsethe
q L q (27) discharge would become impulsive.

where B =-eO-Eo J SYMMETRICAL GAS DISCHARGE
the equations (12) give, If the discharge through the gas circuit is sym-
A [L (c2 - q2) - r c + 1/C] + [c B1- q B1'] = 0 metrical, that is, the potential drop across the gas cir-
A q [r-2 c L] - [q B1 + c B1'] = 0 J cuit, E, has the same value for decreasing as for increas-

and denoting, ing current i, or in other words, the discharge through
r - 1 the gas circuit has no time lag, then we have,

1 a | (28) E1 = Eo; B1' =0; Bo =Eo; B1=
L- k2

L C J and
and substituting (27) for A, we have, l: 1
B qc_ 2c a + k) + q (cBB- qBl' = 0 (29) q <1+ ( B )
B(a- 2c)- (qB1 +cBi') =0 ( 2B
From these two equations (29) follow the values of B1

c and q, and thereby all the constants in i and e are a2 a 2 B
evaluated. 4 k2 / B \2 2 2 2

As c and q enter into B1 and Bl', through 6, equations 2 B 2J 2B
(29) are best evaluated by approximation. That is,
from (29) it follows that, (34)

aBB1~~~~~~~~~~=~a B1 a1
q = B12 +(2B +B1')2 2= a B1 B

+ (Bk+Bl (2B12+( +B1')2 ] B1 V 1
B

aBB, -21\

(B12 + (2 B + B1')2)aI2

a2B2 +_B X1

B12 +(2B+ Bj')2 - (30) L v2B I J
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i= eL-Eo e-C sin q t q k

E Eo- (Eo - Em) E-c+cl/2q sin q t ( 2 B
(36)1

e=EO+Ec--.i (e0- Eo)cosqL / 0 2 (40)
+r[' (eo Eo) _ Eo - Em ;S;n Y L t I A/ LCk1+ 2 a (e0-E°) )

+[ r(2qL 2 5 sintLq kB
k B1

DISCHARGE WITH NEGLIGIBLE OHMIC RESISTANCE 2 B Eo Em
If the ohmic resistance of the discharge circuit is c B=- 2 (eo- Eo)

negligible, r = 0, that is, all the energy dissipation 2 B /
occurs in the gas circuit (as is probably usually the In this case, q is always real. Such a condenser
case with a lightning discharge, etc.), we have, discharge through a circuit of negligible ohmic resist-
a = O ance, but containing a symmetrical gas path, is always
c -B1 oscillatory, never impulsive, that is, unidirectional,
q 2B-+B1 though the oscillation may comprise one half wave

q= only.
-A/ B DECREMENT AND FREQUENCY

ft (2B+ B1') / (B + B1') [B12 + (2 B + B1')2 (37) As a gas circuit acts like an effective negative resist-
ance, it follows that in the circuit of a condenser

kB ( + B / B (38) discharged through a gas circuit a considerable ohmic
v(B + Bi) [B12 + (2 B + Blf)2 ] resistance r1 may exist, and the decrement of the circuit

that is, the exponent of the exponential term is positive, still be zero: c = 0.
and the oscillation cumulative, thus increasing during The conditions of such a circuit of zero logarithmic
the half wave-to drop however again discontinuously decrement are,
at the end of the half wave-to a value less than the c -0; = 1.
preceding half wave, giving the decay of discharge, B = eO- Eo; Bo = 1/2 (Eo- + El); B1 = 1/2 (Eo
by the discontinuous voltage change at the current + E1- 2 Em); B1' = 1/2 (Eo - El):
reversal, from + E1 to -Eo. From (31) it follows that

In the condenser discharge through a constant Qhmic B
resistance r, the exponent of the exponential term is, q = a B1

c = ro and, substituting this into (30), gives,
2L B,

where ro = ohmic resistance. ak B (B +B1 )
Substituting in (38), k

c = 2° k= C gives, = 1 + Bil

thus
2 BVB Eo +El -2E,,m

- V/LC-L (B + B1') [B12 + (2B +Br')i]Ti = Zo v2 (eO- Eo) (2 eO- Eo-E) ( )

(39)
The gas discharge acts like an effective negative q = (43)

resistance of value ro. + Eo2 El (43

SYMMETRICAL GAS DISCHARGE OF NEGLIGIBLE OHMIC where =-\v L/C
RESISTANCE 1

If the gas discharge is symmetrical, that is, in a q0 = V L C
symmetrical gas discharge of negligible ohmic resistance
we have, Thus, if in a condenser discharge circuit containing
r = 0; a = 0, and E1l = E0, B,' = 0; B0 = E;a gas path, the ohmic resistance = r1 (42), the exponen-

tial decrement is zero, and the half wavres of dischargeE0 -EoEm are perfect sines. If the ohmic resistance r of the cir-
B1= a cuit is greater than r1, r > r1, the logarithmic decre-

and, ment is positive, that is,. the wave decays. If the
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ohmic resistance r of the circuit is less than rl, r _> r1, the symmetrical gas discharge of negligible ohmic
the logarithmic decrement is negative, that is cumula- resistance.
tive, and the wave increases-to decrease however We have, then from (41)
discontinuously at the end of the half wave by the
change of the potential drop across the gas path, at B1
the current reversal, from E1 to - Eo. 2B

For a symmetrical gas discharge we have, E1 = Eo; c =-k /1 + ( B1 )2
B' =0, thus, V22B/

Er-ZEm (44) Eo E,,E23 (eo - Eo) 2 (46)

q = qo v (45) \/ +( ' ") 46q=q0= -~VLC ~'(23 (eo-Eo)J
It is interesting to note that, when the logarithmic which -increases with increasing Eo and decreasing Em.

decrement of the discharge oscillation disappears, due That is, the cumulative exponential decrement due
to the effective negative resistance of the gas path to a gas path is the larger, the larger the potential drop
compensating for the constant ohmic resistance of the across the gas path at zero current, and the smaller is
circuit, the frequency of the discharge-as given by the potential drop at maximum current, and approaches
q = 2 7rf-only then becomes equal to that of the the final value for Em = 0 and Eo - eo, of c --q0, or
circuit without energy dissipation, when the discharge ro = - zo.
is symmetrical. If however the gas circuit is not That is, the effective negative resistance of the gas
symmetrical, but the potential difference for rising path approaches, as a maximum, the value of the surge
current is greater than for decreasing current, in other impedance zo = v L/C of the circuit.
words, if a time lag exists in the gas path, then the
frequency of the oscillation is lowered by the asym- IMPULSIVE DISCHARGE
metrical nature of the gas path (43). The question arises, whether, and under what condi-
As the decrement c and the frequency constant q tions the condenser discharge through a gas circuit

depend not only on the constants of the circuit and the may cease to be oscillatory, and becomes impulsive
gas path, but also on the initial condenser voltage eo, or unidirectional.
it follows, that for the successive half waves of such a If, as is usually the case in a gas circuit, eo > Eo > E1
discharge, the decrement c and the frequency constant > Em, B, B1 and B,' are positive, and by equation
q are different. The value of c changes from positive (33) the ohmic resistance r is given, which must be
to negative and increases negatively, that is, the damp- exceeded by the circuit, to become non-oscillatory, and
ing effect of the successive half waves decreases, is this ohmic resistance is greater than in the absence of
replaced by a cumulative effect, and the latter indefi- a gas path.
nitely increases, until the discharge stops. The The further question arises, whether any condition
frequency in the successive half waves of discharge of a gas circuit can be conceived, in which the discharge
decreases, that is, the wave length increases, especially becomes impulsive by the energy dissipation in the
towards the end of the discharge, as seen from the gas circuit, irrespective of the ohmic resistance of the
illustration given below, and their equations, and the rest of the circuit. That is, whether a condenser
appended oscillograms. discharge through a gas circuit of negligible constant

MAXIMUM INCREMENT ohmic resistance, but high energy dissipation in the
In a condenser discharge through a gas circuit, the gas path-such as a lightning flash-can ever be non-

exponent of the decrement e-ct may be positive, oscillatory.
E+clt, that is, the discharge is cumulative. The ques- If the ohmic resistance of the circuit is negligible,
tion arises under which conditions this cumulative r = 0, and we have from (37),
effect is a maximum, that is, when c is a maximum k (2 B + Bl) /_ B
negative value. q= B12 +(2B + Bl')2 B + Bl'
Equation (31) shows that this is the case for a = 0,

that is, when r =0O, or there is no ohmic resistance, as B1
was to be expected. c=q 2B +B1'

In this case we have, .
q then can only become imaginary, that iS, the discharge

c=--q2 B1- non-oscillatory, if

thus, c is a maximum for B1' = 0, or El = E0, a sym B + B1'
metrical discharge.
The maximum cumulative effect should occur with becomes negative.
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If B,' = 0 in a symmetrical gas circuit, this is not Curve I. r = 50 ohms.
possible, but i-= 146 E-600t sin 9600 t

lB 2 = 0
V = 1, e = 6000 +e-600t 1900sin 9600 t+14,000 cos 9600 t

B + 1' e2 = -5500 = const.
and, as stated after equation (41), such a discharge E1 = 6000 - 5520 e-II01 sin 9600t
through a symmetrical gas circuit always is oscillatory, E2 = 0
no matter how high the energy dissipation in the gas
circuit, unless it is made non-oscillatory by constant I _ I -L II
series resistance (33). C=100; L=102; e&20O0A

Y\ 1o ~~ ~~~Eo-0Ef 4000; En;,-O10(;
The only condition, under which such a condenser i/ rIIEr=0. IO

discharge through a gas circuit of negligible ohmic | ,e-ke
resistance ceases to be oscillatory occurs when B1' - |
is negative and - Bl' > B, that is, by (26) and (27):

1+2Eo >e-E1ZF r 25

Since El > eO + 2(eo-Eo) _E
and as Eo < eo, otherwise the discharge would not 11I r X-
start, it would mean a gas path in which the potential h 1
drop at the beginning of the discharge starts, for zero -
current, with a value Eo less than the condenser FIG. 3
voltage eo, then decreases to Em, and then increases
to a value E1, higher than the initial condenser voltage. Curve II. r = 25 ohms.
In this case the discharge would obviously cease. It ii = 140 z+4135 sin 10,000 t
might be possible to experimentally create such condi- i2 = - 39.3 &+2780t sin 9900 t
tions, by a slow vacuum discharge, producing a gas i3 = 0
pressure and thereby increasing its potential drop, but e1 = 6000 + e+435t {-570 sin 10,000 t
in general, such would not occur. Unless a constant + 14,000 cos 10,000 t
ohmic resistance of sufficiently high value is in series, e2 = - 6000 - -2780t - 1140 sin 9900 t
a discharge through a gas circuit, such as a lightning + 3900 cos 9900 t}
flash, always must be oscillatory, no matter how great e3 = + 3450 = const.
the energy dissipation, though the oscillation may E1 = 6000 - 4680 E+435tsin 10,000 t
contain one half wave only. E2 = - 6000 + 3220 E+2780t sin 9900 t

Eg = 0
__10J L e 20000 Curve III. r = 0.

- _ >g d |E,=Ej6000, EmloO0i i = 142 E+1420tsin 9900t
Le XIII;X 11: r-0 1- i2 = -102 &1830t sin 9830 t

is= + 62 E20tsin 9650t
i4 =--23 E+4800t sin 8750 t

I Iirt=-X--t-t |tItr-l25l 1 ei =6000 + E+1420t {-2000 sin 9900t
-z.11\: I + 14,000 cos 9900 t

e2= -6000 - E+1830t {-1870 sin 9830 t
1i I t _ 2 1 1 1S+10,000 cos 9830t

1:jr=50 C2111_KL/|e\1\l11 II: r=5O0- | I I | I !II e3 = + 6000 + 26006 {- 1660 sin 9650t
+6000 cos 9650ttl--t- J--l-tI X l e4 =-6000-e+4800t {-1120 sin8750t

FIG. 2 + 2000 cos 8750 tl
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES eS = ± 5200 = const.

As illustrations the following examples are given of E1 = 6000 - 4000 E+1420t sin 9900 t
some numerical values in Figs. 2 to 4, of the successive E2 = -6000 + 3740 E+lSlOt sin 9830 t
half waves of discharge, for the constants, E3 = + 6000 -3270 E+2600t sin 9650t

C = 10-6; L = 10-2; e0 = 20,000 E4 = -6000 + 2220 E+4800t sin 8750 t
and in Fig. 2 for a symmetrical gas circuit varying from E5 = 0
6000 volts at zero current, to 1000 volts in the middle For the same values C = 10-6; L = 10-2 and
of the current wave, and back to 6000 volts at zero e0 =20,000, Fig. 3 gives the discharge waves through
current, and for the three values of constant ohmic an unsymmetrical gas circuit, varying from 8000
resistance. volts at zero current, to 1000 volts in the middle of the
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current wave, and then back to 4000 volts at zero cur- currents, and up again to El = 1000 volts for zero
rent, and for the three values of constant ohmic current.
resistance. We have,
Curve I. r = 50 ohms. ii 175 E-67t sin 9720 t

i, = 131 E-450t sin 9180 t i2 = - 131 e+66tsin 9650 t

i2 = 0 i3 + 93.5CE+278t sin 9510 t
ei = 5840 + E-450t 1720 sin 9180 t i4= - 61.6 E+626t sin 9270 t

+ 14,160 cos 9180 t} i= + 34.9 +1315t sin 8840 t
e2 = 6330 = constant 6= - 12.1 E±3250tsin 7450 t
E1 = 5840 E-4tI5250 sin 9180 t i7 = 0

- 2160 cos 9180 t} el = 1990 + E-67t {120 sin 9720 t
E2 = 0 + 18,010 cos 9720 t}

Curve II. r = 25 ohms. e2 = - 2010 - E+66t {- 90 sin 9650 t
i = 129 E+545t sin 9300 t + 13,610 cos 9650 t}
=2= - 29.3 E+3450tsin 7900 t e3 = + 2050 + E+278t {- 285 sin 9510 t

i3 = 0 + 9840 cos 9510 t}
el = 6180 +-1+545t1- 830 sin 9300 t e4 = - 2110 - E+626t {- 450 sin 9270 t

+ 13820 cos 9300 t} + 6620 cos 9270 t}
e2 = - 7200 - E+3451t 1- 1340 sin 7900tt- - - --T-r-.1I

+ 3120 cos 7900 tl I~ =O2 ~2,O

e3 = + 5100 = const. E =3000; E=1000; E500n
E= 6180 - E+545t {4740 sin 9300 t

- 1820 cos 9300 t}l
E2 =-7200 + E+3450t 13080 sin 7900 t

Curve III. r = 0. -790 cos 7900 t} - - KK 1 >1iiIK
il= 129 e+155t0 sin 9310 t I I i : i
2 = - 90.5E+2oGosin 9070 t
i3= + 55E+288otsin 8500 t FIG. 4
i4 = - 20.5 E+451Otsin 7320 t
i5 = 0 e5 + 2230 + E+1315t {- 570 sin 8840 t
ei = 6500 + e+1550t {- 5250 sin 9310 t + 3850 cos 8840 t}

+ 13,500 cos 9310 t} =- 2600 - E+3250t {- 570 sin 7450 t
e2 = - 6700- E+2060t 1-5860 sin 9070 t + 1300 cos 7450 tl

+ 9500 cos 9070 t} e7 = + 2500 = const.
e3 = + 7000 + C+2880t - 5110 sin 8500 t E1 = 1990 _ E-67t 11510 sin 9720 t

+ 5700 cos 8500 t} - 1010 cos 9720 t}
e, = - 7500-_+4500t {-3300 sin 7320 t E2 = -2010 + E+66t 11490 sin 9650 t

+ 2000 cos 7320 t} - 990 cos 9650 t
e5 = + 6300 = const. E3 = + 2050 - C+278t { 1480 sin 9510 t

El - 6500-E_+1550t {4250 sin 9310 t - 950 cos 9510 t}
- 1490 cos 9310 t} E4 = -2110 + E+626t 11450 sin 9270 t

E2 - 6700 + E+2060t 14000 sin 9070 t -895 cos 9270 t}
- 1310 cos 9070 t0 E5 = + 2230 - E+1315t {1380 sin 8840 t

E3 - + 7000 - E+2880t {3530 sin 8500 t - 775 cos 8840 t
-1030 cos 8500 t} E6 = - 2600 + _+3250t 11080 sin 7450 t

E4= 7500 + E+45001 12300 sin 7320 t -410 cos 7450 t}
-500 cos 7320 t} E7 = 0.

E5 - 0. It is interesting to note that in the successive half
As seen, the number of half waves of the discharge waves of discharge through a gas circuit, especially

under these conditions of a high open-circuits voltage an unsymmetrical one, under these conditions the
of the gas path, varies from one at the constant resist- frequency decreases, that is, the wave length increases,
ance of 50 ohms, to four with no ohmic resistance in by over 30 per cent between the last and the first half
circuit. wave.

Fig. 4 shows the discharge curves, for the same con- The exponential decrement steadily decreases, and
stants C = 10-6; L - 10-2; e0 = 20,000, for a low thus changes from a decrement in the first half wave,
ohmic resistance, r = 10, and through an unsym- to an increment of increasing amplitude in the suc-
metrical gas path of lower voltage; from P30 = 3000 cessive half waves. If the ohmic resistance is small,
volts at zero current, down to Em = 500 volts for larger the first half wave shows an increment.
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D. NON-SINOIDAL DISCHARGE E. ASYMMETRICAL OR UNIDIRECTIONAL CONDUCTOR
As a further illustration there is shown, in Fig. 5, The volt-ampere characteristics of gaseous conductors

the first half wave of a discharge carried out to the very often depend on the direction of the current flow,
third harmonic, through a symmetrical gas path and a that is, the potential drop across the conductor, and
constant ohmic resistance of such value as to make the its variations with the current are entirely different for
decrement vanish, that is, to give c = 0; for the con- the current flowing in one direction, from that of the
stants: C = 10-6; L = 10-2; eO = 20,000, and for current flowing in the reverse direction,-often very
the voltages of the gas path given as much lower. Such for instance is the case in the
Eo 6000 volts at zero current, at the beginning and E

the end of the half wave,
Em = 1000 volts in the middle of the half wave, and ES- -- -|
E = 2000 volts at 30 degrees after the beginning and

before the end of the half wave. - __ -B-
The values Eo, Em and E2 substituted into equation (

(6) give five expressions for the determination of the F ' r
five constants, Bo,B, Bil, B3, B3'. The four equations - -
(12) express the values Al, A1l, A3, A3' in the values of
B, and, substituted into equations (10) and (11), give two 3) D
equations for the determination of q and r, by approxi- FIG. 6
mation.

vacuum tube with one hot and one cold electrode, or a
vacuum tube wvith one cold carbon electrode and one

C4=0-6; L=10-2; e,=20,000 ionized mercury electrode. In this case the potentialEjE1=E 6000 r=43.3
EE E2000 drop across the tube is very low and approximatelyE lodowapoimtl

_-749- X -t constant if the incandescent or ionized electrode is
F _ AE t---Inegative, and the potential drop may be very high,

_ ___especially at zero current in the beginning of the dis-
charge, if the cold electrode is negative.

FIG. 5 Since the equations of the condenser discharge
through a gas circuit have to be calculated for every
half wave separately, the calculation of the condenserThis gives the value of constant ohmic resistance as ....

r = 43.3 ohms, and the discharge equations, discharge through such a unidirectional or "rectifying"
i = A,sinqt +Ai1cosqt +A3sin3qt 1 1 1 1 i L r!i0
+ A3 cos 3 q t = 139 sin 9946 t + 3.6 cos 9946 t e=||| A-
+ .2 sin 29,838 t- 3. 6 cos 29,838 t (b) E=6Q; E-150 Em1500

e Bo2 { (rAk- kqLAk'- Bk) sin kqt L Iodd
+ (kqLAk+rAk')coskqt} =6000 - - | |
- 330sin9946 t+ 14,100 cos9946 t
+ 80 sin 29,838 t-lOOcos 29,838 t - - - - - J {1e1I

E =Bo- Bsinqt- B3 sin3 q t = 6000 Ef - (a I
-6000 sin 9946 t - 1000 sin 29,838 t.

VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS
Fig. 6 gives the volt-ampere characteristics (of the FIG. 7

first half wave) of the preceding figures, that is, the conductor is the same, the only difference being that
potential drop of the gas circuit E, as ordinate, with for alternate half waves of discharge, different con-
the current as abscissas (in a fraction of its maximum stants are used.
value). For example let, for the current in one direction,

Line C D (2) gives the E to i relation of the sym- the gaseous circuit consume a constant voltage
metrical gas circuit of Fig. 2. E =Eo =100 volts (a)

Curve E-D-F (3) gives the unsymmetrical circuit And for the current in the reverse direction, consume
of figure 3, with E D for increasing, D F for decreasing a voltage varying from
current. E = F0 = 6000 volts (b)

Curve C (5) D gives the E to i characteristic of the at zero current, to
discharge. Fig. 5, containing the third harmonic. E = Em = 1500 volts (b)

For comparison, A B (r) is the volt-ampere charac- in the middle of the discharge, and reaching again
teristic of a constant ohmic resistance, and C B (1) F = F1 = 1500 volts (b)
that of a gas path of constant voltage, for zero current at the end of the discharge.
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Then the even half waves of the discharge are cal- is = 0
culated with the one, and the odd half waves with the e1 = 3660 + eC237' 1425 sin 9270 t
other set of constants, (a) or (h), as shown in Sections - 16,340 cos 9270 t}
B or C. e2 =-100-e- 000' 11140 sin 9950 t

Fig. 7 shows the two discharge curves, for + 11,350 cos 9950 t}
eo = 20,000; C = 10-6; L = 10-2; r = 20 e3 = + 4650 + e+2060t I - 935 sin 7530 t

and, in Curve I for the first half wave being in the direc- + 3450 cos 7530 t}
tion of the conduction of the gas path, (a), while in e4 =- 100 -e-1°00 {335 sin 9950 t
Curve II the first half wave of the current is in such + 3340 cos 9950 tI
direction that the gas circuit offers a high opposing es = + 2300 = const.
voltage (b). E, = 3660 - e23" 2240 sin 9270 t

- 16,340 cos 9270 t}
E2 = - 100
Es = 4650 -e+2601 {2070 sin 7530 t

- 1350 cos 7530 t}
E4 = - 100
Es = 0.
It is interesting to note, that not only the amplitudes

and the decrements of the odd and of the even half
waves are different, but also the frequency or duration
of the half waves.

FIG. 8

The equations of the discharge then are:
Curve I. High Conductivity during Odd Half Waves.

i, = 200 e-1000C sin 9950 t
i2 = - 93 3 e+'85' sin 8900 t
is = + 73 e-10001 sin 9950 t
i4 = 0
ei = 100 + e-1000° 12000 sin 9950 t

+ 19,900 cos 9950 t)
e2 = -3830- e+'8s 1-225 sin 8900 t FIG. 10

+ 10,470 cos 8900 t) As the calculated curves given in the preceding sec-
tion show a number of characteristics different from
the usual oscillating discharge curves, a series of oscil-
lograms was taken of such an inductive condenser
discharge through a gas circuit. Three of these
oscillograms are given in Figs. 8, 9 and 10.
The gas circuit consisted of a vacuum tube of 1 1/2

in. diameter and 36 in. length, with tungsten electrodes.
The inductance was measured as L = 7.4 h., the

capacity 1.7 lf; the ohmic resistance of the circuit
r = 34.5 ohms, and the initial voltage of the condenser

FIG. 9 discharge was eo = 10,000 volts.
These oscillograms very decidedly show the charac-

e3 = + 100 + e-10001 1730 sin 9950 t teristics calculated in Figs. 2 and 4:
+ 7270 cos 9950 tl A discontinuity in the slope of the discharge current

e4 = - 5160 = const. at the reversal.
E= 100 The wave shape of the current, characteristic of a
E2 - 3830 + e+185t 12260 sin 8900 t cumulative discharge, that is, decreasing more abruptly

- 2180 cos 8900 t} than increasing (the reverse of the usual damped
E= + 100 discharge.)
E4 = 0. The gradual increase of the wave length, that is,

Curve II. High Conductivity during Even Half Waves. decrease of q.
ii = 151 e237' sin 9270 t These three characteristics becoming more pro-
i2 = - 114 e-10001 sin 9950 t nounced towards the end of the oscillation.
is = + 28 e+20601 sin 7530 t The residual charge left in the condenser-in this case
i4 = - 33.6 e610001 sin 9950 t gradually leaking out through the oscillograph shunt.
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The oscillograms give the discharge current, the or d2i+ (i) d i/d t + a i = 0 (c)
voltage across the vacuum tubes, and a 60-cycle dt
timing wave. where 'p(i) = 1/L (r + d E/d i) (d)

In Fig. 8, the -air pressure in the vacuum tube was and a = 1/(L C) (e)
5 mm. of mercury. The oscillation consisted of two The quotient d E/d i may be called the ionization slope of a
half waves, of maximum currents i = 6.25 and 2.85 gas. It is a negative quantity which characterizes the reduction

in the resistance of the gas with the increase in current. For
amperes, and wave length constants q = 176 and 164. solid metals at a constant temperature this factor is a positive
The second half wave of voltage gives Eo = 4150; constant and represents the ordinary ohmic resistance. Thus,
E, = 3080; Em = 1530. the expression in the parentheses of eq. (d) may be called the

In Fig. 9, the air pressure was 3. 5 mm. of mercury. generalized resistance of the circuit, and is one of the data of the
Three half waves occurred, with maximum currents problem.

The advantages of eq. (c) over Dr. Steinmetz's eq. (4) are as
i=-6.7; 3.17; .88 amperes, and wave length con- follows: (1) Eq. (c) contains only one dependent variable, i,
stants q = 228; 218; 203. The second wave gave as a function of t. Eq. (4) has two dependent variables i and
E, = 2830; E1 = 2430; Em = 1480. E. (2) In Eq. (c) the given gas is characterized by its permanent

In Fig. 10, the air pressure was 0. 01 mm. of mercury, and general physical property, d E/d i; in eq. (4) it is charac-
and the voltage curves therefore are of materially terized by a specific variable factor d E/d t, which applies only
different appearance. Five half waves,,ccuiTed of

to a particular circuit. (3) Eq. (4) apparently requires a com-different appearance. Five half waves occurred Of plicated solution with (4 n + 3) simultaneous equations for the
the maximum currents i = 8.2; 5.42; 3.75; 2.53; determination of the integration constants. Eq. (c) can
1. 58 amperes, and the wave length constants q = 250; probably be solved by assuming a simple algebraic function for
242; 230; 215; 199. The second half wave gave 'P (i), and using a method of approximations. In fact 'P (i)
Eo = 3030; E, =2470; E,, = 530. may be assumed to vary in steps, in which case for each

E0 = 3030; E1 = 2470; Em = 530.
step

'P (i) is a constant, and the usual solution, of the form of
eq. (15), holds true. (4) Eq. (c) can be reduced to a differential

Discussion equation of the first order by puttingd i/dt = p (f)
V. Karapetoff: I shall first consider the specific cases d2 i

treated by the author, and then the general case, which he puts In this case d t2 = d p/d t = (d p/d i) (d i/d t)
first.
The first two cases, A and B, correspondong to E = 0 and d2 i

E = constant; they do not require any special or new method of or = P (dpldi)()
integration of the fundamental eq. (4), since the troublesome d p /
term, d Eld t, vanishes. Hence, these cases lead to familiar Eq. (c) becomes p d p/d i + p 'P (i) + a i = 0 (h)
decremental sinusoidal expressions. The fact that in the second While I doubt if this equation can be integrated in the general
case the discharge stops after a finite number of alternations form, certain plausible assumptions may possibly be made in
is very interesting, and it follows directly from the nature of the regard to 'p (i) and p, to enable an approximate integration of
circuit. this equation to be carried out, for practical purposes.

In the case C the shape of the current wave is assumed a There are some minor statements in the paper which ought
priori, so that no integration of the fundamental equation is to be corrected. For example, the solution of a differential
necessary. This case seems somewhat arbitrary, in that a equation is called an integral equation; the latter term is used
physical quantity, E, instead of being taken in the beginning in modern mathematics in an entirely different sense. The
as a certain function of i, according to experimental facts, is quantities C and q are called "integration constants" which
deduced theoretically from an assumed law of variation of cur- they are not, being functions of the given circuit constants.
rent. Of course, the shape of the current in the oscillograms The equation (7) may be a particular solution only, and nothing
(Figs. 8 to 10) shows the reasonableness of such an assumption, is said of the complementary function, such as the solution of
but the mathematical results for q and c are so complicated as to case A. Eq. (4) is supposed to have only two constants of
minimize the importance of this case. integration, being an equation of the second order; the state-

1In the remainder of the paper the author also seems to treat ment that it has 4 n + 3 such constants ought to be explained
cases in which eq. (4) is not integrated in its general form, and more in detail.
no use is made of the empirical relationships between E and i, Charles P. Steinmetz: I was considerably interested in
quoted at the very beginning of the paper. On the contrary, Professor Karapetoff's remarks, as I also tried to introduce the
these relationships are deduced theoretically (Fig. 6). direct relation d e/d i into the equations but found that the rela-
While such a treatment may be valuable as a first approach tions between e and i usually met in gaseous conduction-some

to the subject and while the theoretical curves have considerable of them being indicated in my paper-are such that the resulting
similarity with the actual oscillograms, a somewhat different differential equation cannot well be integrated. I therefore
approach, more in accordance with the physical facts of the resorted to the method usual in such case, to represent the incon-
passage of electrieity through gases, is also desirable. The very venient relation by a Fourier series and use the first terms of this
purpose of the "General Case" treated at the beginning of the series. In other words, started from a special simple solution
paper should be to indicate the solution of the problem for a of the general equation and from this determined the conditions
given empirical relationship between E and i, and yet the author of the e -- i relation.
does not seem to use this method at all in his special cases. Speaking of the 2 n + 3 constants as "4integration constants"

I therefore suggest the following alternative treatment of the is an obvious lapse; "indeterminate constants ' was meant.
general case: Since The dynamic characteristic of the general e -i relation I

d E/d t =(d E/d i) (d i,/d t) (a) have introduced by the asymmetry of the e-i relationadopted.
eq. (4) may be written in the form In the oscillograms given in the paper, the frequency is suffi-

d2 i ciently high to give a strongly marked dynamic form of theL 2+ (r + d E/d i) d i/d t + i/c = 0 (b) characteristic-the frequency is seen by comparison with the
d t 60-cycle timing wave shown in the oscillograins.


